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BEFORE THE MEMBE& MOTOR ACCIDENT CTAIMS

I

Present:- Sri C. Das,

Member, MACI

Tinsukia

1

M.A.C.T. Case No. 07 of 2O1g

U/s.166 of the Motor Vehicles Act,

Sr Raju Khen,

S/o Sri Khaman Khen,

C/o Sri Deepak Deka Moran,

R/o Dirak Chariali,

P.O. Bor Dirak, P.S. Kakopather,

District: Tinsukia, Assam

Claimant

- Versus -

The Commanding Officer,

99 A.P.O. Dinjan,

Tinsukia, Assam

[Owner of the vehicle No.02P14330W (Recovery

Hav. Ranjit Kumar,

S/o Late Mahabir Mahatoo,

Of 205 Field Work-shop of Laipuli,

District: Tinsukia, Assam

[Driver of the vehicle No.02P14330W (Recovery
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Advocate for the Claimant

Advocate for the Opp. parties

Date of recording Evidence: 16.11.2018,0 I.OL.2OL},

24.04.2079, 22.05.2019

& 14.06.2019

Date of Argument: 05.03.2022

Date of Judgment: 28.03.2022

JU DGME NT

1. The claim application U/s.166 of the Motor vehicles Act,

19BB (M.v. Act.; in short), is filed by the craimant above-named,

claiming compensation of Rs. L0,76,9741- only from the opposite

parties, on account of injuries sustained by him, in a motor

vehicle accident that took place on 30.06.2017 at about 11 A.M.,

at NH No.52, near Bordirak Hospital Tini-ali.

2. The case of the claimant, in brief, is that on 30.06 .2017 at

about 11 A.M., he was proceeding with one Debojit chetia in his

TAT- Ace vehicle bearing No.AS-23 -8C13374 along with another

namely; Palash Gogoi towards Namsai by NH No.52 and at that

time, one Army vehicle bearing No.02p-14330w, coming from

opposite direction with rash and negligent manner knocked

. ,-\d

the said TATA-Ace vehicle at near Bordirak Hospital Tini-
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ali. As a result, the ownerldriver of TATA Ace vehicle, Debojit

chetia died on the spot and other occupant palash Gogoi died

on the way to the hospital while the claimant sustained severe

injuries on his person. Considering his seriousness, the claimant
was immediately, taken to Kakopather Govt. Hospital, where

from he was referred to AMCH, Dibrugrah. Subsequenfly, he

was admitted at srimanta shankardev Hospital & Research

Institute, Dibrugarh, wherein he had undergone treatment for
about 16 days. Although the claimant got released from the
hospital, due to financial problem, still he is not recovered fully

from the injuries sustained by him in the accident.

3. It is stated that the claimant is a carpenter by profession

and earning Rs.15,000/- per month. Accordingly, the claimant

filed this claim petition before this couft, claiming compensation

of Rs. 70,7 6,97 4l - only .

4. After the accident, one FIR was lodged by Sri Budheswar

chetia, father of the deceased, namery;Debojit chetia on

0t.07.2077, which was registered as Kakopather p.s. case

No.36/20 77, ul s. 279 1304(A)1427 r. p.C.

5. Accordingly, after filing of the craim case, notices were

issued to the opposite parties. Both the opposite pafties

contested the case, by flling their joint written statement,

wherein, they took some common pleas that the claim petition

is not maintainable in law and facts as well as, in its present

use of action against the opposite

r+dd
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parties. The opposite parties denied all the averments made in

the claim petition of the craimant, except what has been

specifically admitted in the written statement. The opposite

parties did not admit the occupation, monthly income of the

deceased. But the opposite parties did not deny the place, date

of accident with the name of the police station. It is further

stated by the opposite parties that the accident occurred due to

fault of the TATA ACE vehicle, driven by Debojit chetia, causing

loss of life and damage to both the vehicles. But the Kakopathar

police wrongly registered the police case against the opposite

party No.2. on the contrarily, the opposite party No.2 also, filed

a FIR against the driver of TATA ACE vehicle. Regarding the

amount of compensation, the opposite parties submitted that

highly exaggerated amount of compensation has been claimed

without any basis and they repudiated such claim. The

computation of compensation as shown in the claim petition

does not have any legal basis and such computation deserves to

be rejected. The opposite parties are not liable to pay any

compensation to the claimant as the accident occurred due to

the fault of the TATA ACE vehicle. But surprisingly, the claimant

has falsely stated in the claim petition that the accident occurred

for the fault of the Army vehicle. It is stated that it is

understood that the claimant has done so in order to fix liability

on the Army vehicle owned by Govt. of India and to derive

wrongful gain. The opposite parties quoted the Military police

occurrence Report that a) on 30 lun 2017 at about jl1d DD

veh BA No.02P 14330w Ly 5/7.5 Ton 4x4 ALS (LRV) driven by

No.14682149Y Hau/opr & Dvr (Rec) Ranjit Kumar of the wksp
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who was detailed for recovery duty with cvy from Kamlang

Nagar to Dinjan, met with an accident with civ veh Regd No.AS-

23/BC-3374, TATA-ACE (supe) near Bordirak village turn near
civ hosp Kakopathar (Assam) driven by Mr. Debojit chetia, s/o
shri Budheswar chetia, resident of vi//- Namaithang, ps-

Kakopathar, Dist- Dibrugarh (Assam). Crv dvr Debojit chetia, s/o
shri Budheswar chetia and co-dvr Mr. palash Gogoi, s/o shri
Ratheswar Gogoi imdtly brought to the civ hosp for treatment

using civ ambulance and subsequenily decl dead by the med
auth civ hosp, Tinsukia (Assam). b) MT Accident and Mp

occurrence & investigation Repoft No.l2E dtd. l0rh lun 2017
alongwith co remarks is encl herewith. c) Investigation Details

Accident occurred due to :- D wrong driving practice by civ
driver- overtaking on turning habitat area. ii) wet rd condition.

Iil) Three passengers in driver compartment of civ lorry restd
the quick response and steering by the driver in emergency. iu)

0B ft long wooden planks protruding outside made difficult for
dvr to imdt mov to left or halt the lorry (over dimensional veh).

u) LRV det was briefed and veh was within the auth speed as

advocated in cvy mgt sop.It is stated that from the side of the

Armyl opposite Parties a Court of Inquiry was convened to
investigate into the cause of the accident-in-question and it was

revealed that the accident-in-question was caused by the TATA

ACE vehicle. In this regard statement of several witnesses were

taken and they have clarified that the driver of the TATA ACE

vehicle was at fault and was driving the vehicle in reckless

manner causing the said serious accident. The details as

revealed by the Army court of Inquiry were as under :- a) The
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LRV was mech fit and moving in its lane welt within speed limit.
b) The dvr of the LRV was well trained and had ample
experience in that route. c) The LRV was negotiating the left
turn on the rd. d) The dvr of civil TATA ACE load carrier tried to
overtake a veh moving ahead of it at the turn itself. e) The rds

were wet and slippery due to prevailing weather and rains. Q
The dvr of civil TATA ACE load carrier was moving at a very
high speed. g) The dvr of civil TATA ACE load carrier lost control

of his veh and collided head on with LRV. It is specifically denied

by the opposite parties that the Army vehicle was at fault for the
accident-in-question. The opposite parties lastly prayed to
dismissal the claim petition with cost.

6, Upon consideration of the pleadings of the parties on

record, the following issues were framed for adjudication of the
case :-

ISSUES
I) whether on 30.06.2017 the claimant sustained

injury as a result of rash and negligent driving of the

vehicle bearing registration No.02-14330W (Army

Vehicle)?

II) whether there was contributory negtigence of both

the vehicles involved in the accident?

III) Whether the claimant is entitled to get

compensation? If so, to what extent and from

whom?
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7. In this case, the claimant examined himself as cw1. He

reiterated the same facts, what have been contended in his
claim petition and exhibited some documents, marked as Ext.1

to Ext.64. The opposite parties also adduced evidence of two
witnesses in support of their claim. DW1 is Havildar Ranjit
Kumar, i.e, o.p. No.2 and DW2 is subedar paresh Gogoi along
with some documents as stated in their written statement. I
have heard the arguments from both sides and carefully gone

through the evidence on record.

B. Since both the issues are inter-related, and as such, they
are taken up together for convenience and brevity for its
determination.

9. The claimant stated inter-alias that on the fateful day, at
about 11 am., while he was traveling by TATA ACE load carrier
with Debojit chetia and co-passenger palash Gogoi, the said

vehicle was knocked down by one Army vehicle near Bordirak

hospital Tini-ali at NH No.52 which came from opposite

direction. He stated that the offending Army vehicle was driven

in rash and negligent manner. As a result, he sustained severe

injuries while Debojit chetia and palash Gogoi died. He was

shifted to hospital at Dibrugarh for medical treatment. He spent
16 days in the hospital for his treatment.

{
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10. In support of his claim, the claimant also, examined sri
Badan Moran as cw2. He deposed that on the fateful day, at
about 11 A.M., he came to the hospital by bicycle to take some

medicine for his younger child Master shaktim as his son was

suffering from diarrhea and just arrivat at Dirak Hospital Tini-ali,

he saw that one Army vehicle, coming from Arunachal pradesh

side with very rash and negligent manner knocked down one

TATA ACE vehicle, which was proceeding towards Arunachal

Pradesh in its own side. The Army vehicle was pulling another

vehicle behind it and tried to cross another vehicle standing on

the left side towards Kakopather on the turning and the driver

of the Army vehicle failed to control and knocked down the

TATA ACE vehicle. As a result, the driver of the TATA ACE died

on the spot and other two persons, namely; palash Gogoi and

Raju Khen(CW1) sustained severe injuries. They were shifted to
Kakopather PHC. He also went to the hospital to take the

medicines. Later on, he came to know that the victim(cw1)

sustained injury on his head, chest, both legs and hands and

also, sustained simple injuries on the other parts of the body.

considering the seriousness, the victim(cw1) was referred to
AMCH, Dibrugarh. on inquiry, he came to know that the

victim(cwl) was undergoing treatment for about 16 days at

Sankardev Hospital at Dibrugarh. The victim(cwl) informed

him that still he has been suffering pain in his legs and was

unable to work properly without help. He further stated that the

accident took place only for the rash and negligent driving of
the Army vehicle only.

c"*-
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11. Apparently, cw2 corroborated the claim and version of
cw1. Apart from that CW1 was thoroughly cross-examined by

the opposite parties. In his cross-examination, cw1 stated that
at the time of accident, he was sitting inside the cabin of a Mini

Truck bearing No.AS-23lBC-3374. In fact, cwl took with him

some wooden planks on the backsjde of the said truck as

stated. He had hired the truck to carry the wooden planks. He

was carrying those wooden planks from Kakopather to Namsai.

At that time, a convoy of Army vehicles was coming from the

opposite direction. The accident took place at a turning and a
recovery truck of the Army convoy was involved in the accident.

He denied the suggestion that the truck, in which he was

traveling, had tried to overtake the Army convoy/vehicles in

high speed and accordingly, the accident took place. He further

denied that because of heavy protruding load on the truck, it
lost balance at the turning and hit the Army vehicle. cw1 also,

stated in his cross-examination that he has not filed the driving

license and insurance papers of the truck, driven by Debojit

chetia since deceased, at the time of the accident. He denied

that the accident took place only because of the fault of
negligent driving of Debojit chetia and therefore, he is only

Iiable to seek compensation from Debojit chetia and no one

else. He denied that from the eyewitness account and from

Army investigation, it has been found that the accident took

place for the fault of the truck, which was driven by Debojit

chetia and in which, he was sitting as a passenger. Similarly,

cw2 was cross-examined by the opposite parties but nothing

was come out adversely to disbelieve the version. Thus, the

\J
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evidence of cw1 and 2 consistently discloses that it was fault of
the offending Army truck which was drjven rash and negligent

manner and knocked down the TATA-ACE vehicle.

12. on the other hand, DW1 deposed that he was working

as driver of Army vehicle under 205 Field work-shop of Laipuli,

Dinjan, District - Tinsukia from September' 2016 to March, 2olg
and was driving ALS LRV vehicre. He stated that on 30.06.2017

at about 11 A.M., one Tata ACE civir vehicle bearing No.AS-

23lBC-3374, driven by one Sri Debojit chetia suddenly, hit and

dashed his vehicle. The driver Debojit chetia since deceased,

was driving his vehicle in very high speed and in rash and

negligent manner. The accident occurred on a turning point of

the road, when Debojit chetia suddenly, came from opposite

direction by overtaking another vehicle. The vehicle of Debojit

chetia was in high speed and on the turning point, he lost

control and hit the vehicle of DW1. The vehicle of Debojit

chetia was loaded with wooden planks, hanging outside the

vehicle. As a result, the said vehicle got struck with his recovery

van and both the drivers and one occupant were badly injured.

The accident took place for the fault and negligent of the TATA-

ACE vehicle, driven by Debojit chetia, who was driving his

vehicle in rash and negligent manner. The TATA-ACE vehicle

was loaded with timbers/logs planks hanging over from his

vehicle. The driver of the said vehicle came in high speed by

overtaking another vehicle and dashed his vehicle directly. The

Kakopather police wrongly and illegally registered a case being

_ pather P.S. Case No.36/17 against them, although the

- ..,:,:,,
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accident occurred due to fault of the civil vehicle driver and

although they have filed one F.I.R. regarding the said accident.

For negligence of the civil vehicle driver Debojit chetia, the

accident took place and in that accident, their vehicle was also

damaged.

13. DW2 is Subedar Paresh Gogoi. He supported the

contentions of DW1 by reiterating the same facts, what have

been contended by DW1 in his evidence-in-affidavit.

Apparently, DW1 and 2 blamed the IATA ACE for rash and

negligent driven leading to occur of the accident. But the police

received the FIR and Form-54 vide Ext.l and 2 indicates that

the police lodged Kakopathar pS Case No.36/2017 u/s

2791304A1427 rPC against the driver of offending Army vehicle.

If the accident was happened due to only fault of the deceased

driver namely; Debojit cheita, the police would have filed the

case against the deceased driver. But in the instant case, the

police authority filed the case against the driver of offending

Army vehicle. Hence, DW1 and 2 blamed the deceased driver in

support of departmental papers for the accident, cannot have

any evidentuary value since it occurred outside the purview

Army authority but shall be dealt by local police. After

considering the entire evidence on record, it appears clearly that

the alleged accident on 30.6.2077 due to rash and negligent

driving by the driver of offending Army vehicle.

14. It appears from the evidence of DW1 and 2 that the

,-d-

occurred when the TATA ACE vehicle tried to overtake
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another vehicle at the material point on the turning of the road,

it dashed against the Army vehicle which was coming from

opposite direction. Again, such evidence does not get any

support of police papers. Nowhere in Ext.1 and 2, it shows that

TATA ACE vehicle had any contribution leading to the accident.

The evidence of cw1 and 2 makes it makes more clear that the

said accident took place only because of rash and negligent

driving by the driver of offending Army vehicle and CW1

sustained injuries therein. There is no dispute that CW1

sustained injuries in the said accident. Hence, it is held that the

claimant sustained injuries on his person in the said accident

due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of offending

Army vehicle. Accordingly, the issue No.I is decided in

affirmative while the issue No.II is decided in negative.

ISSUE No.III

15. The claimant stated that he took medical treatment for the

injuries sustained in the accident. CW1 submitted that medical

papers vide Ext.3 to Ext.64 which indicates of his expenditure

and medical treatment of his injuries. The claimant submitted

medical bill amounting to Rs.2,07,974.38paise. In addition,

without bills, he claims Rs.80,000/- with for future medical

expenses of Rs.1,00,000/- only. On calculation, it appears that

the claimant filed medical bills amounting to Rs.7,83,0731- only.

The claimant spent in the hospital from 30.06.2017 to

75.07.2017 as per Ext.59 for his treatment of injuries.

s.*'

, the claimant obtained medical treatment on different
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period. The claimant is a carpenter by profession as per Ext.62.

It is stated that the claimant lost his earnin g for six months due

to his medical treatment. But it appears from the hospitalization

report, he was not unfit for six months after accident.

considering the period of hospitarization with nature of
treatment and injuries, the claimant is allowed loss of income

head to the extent of four months. Since the claimant is a

carpenter, his income is assessed at Rs.12,000/- per month.

Due to confined for injuries, the claimant lost his income for four

months. He also, suffered pain and suffering for his injuries. As

per disability certificates vide Ext.60 and 6!, the claimant

suffered non-progressive/ likely to improve locomotive disability

to the extent of 600/o only. But it does not appear from the

Ext.60/61 that the claimant sustained permanent disability for

his injuries.

16. Accordingly, the compensation for the craimant is assessed

as follows ;

a) Medical expenses : Rs.1,83,073/-

b) Future medical expenses : Rs.1,00,0OOl-

c) Loss of income(Rs.12,0001-X4) : Rs.48,000/-

d) Pain and suffering : Rs.50,000/-

e) Disability @ 600/o : Rs.1,50,OOOl-

fl Misc SCS Rs.50.000/-

Total : Rs.5,81,0731-

77. Hence, the claimant is entitled to get compensation of

87,0731- only for the injuries sustained in the said accident.

. ^irf.,.,,

Rs.5

the Army vehicle is found to have driven in rash and
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negligent manner, and as such, the opposite pafi No.1; the

owner of the Army vehicle, are held liable to pay the

compensation amount to the claimant for the driver with

interest. Accordingly, the issue No.III is decided in affirmative.

AWARD

18. The claimant is awarded with an amount of compensation

of Rs.5,81,073/- payable by the opposite party No.1 with

interest @ 9olo per annum from the date of flling of the claim

petition till actual realization. The opposite party No.1 is directed

to pay the compensation amount within 2 months from the date

of order.

Given under the hand and seal of this Tribunar on this the

28th day of March' 2022.

Dictated & corrected by me.

(C. Das
Me Member,

N\o"or 
A ':
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ANNEXURE

1. Witnesses of the C a mants
I. Sri Raju Khen (C.W.-1)
II. Sri Badan Moran (C.W 2).

2. W tness of the Defence
I. Hav. Ranjit Mukar (DW1)
II. Subedar Sri Paresh Gogoi (D.W.2)

3.Camant'sExhibits
I) Ext.1 - Copy of FIR, ejahar

II) Ext.2 - Form 54

III) Ext.3 to 25- Prescriptions of Srimanta Sankardeva

Hospital & Research Institute, Dibrugarh

IV) Ext.26 to 43- Cash memos

V) Ext.44 to 58- Money receipts

u) Ext. 59- Bill dated t5107120L7

VII) Ext. 60- Disability certificate

VIII) Ext. 61- Format of Disable Certificate

IX) Ext. 62- Gaon Burha Certificate

X) Ext. 63 - Discharge Summary Form

XI) Ext. 64- Discharge certificate

4. Exhibits of the defence
I. Ext. A- Driving License of Hav. Ranjit Kumar,
II. Ext. B- Car Diary fieh. No. 02P 14330W
III. Ext. C- Military Police Repoft - L0107120L7

IV. Ext. D- Court of Inquiry Final Report
V. Ext. E- Statement of Civil Witnesses - 30106120t7 video

Member, M.A.
Tins

recording on C.D.

\Io\or


